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Abstract
Given a textstring x of n symbols aJld an illtcgcr constant. d, we consider
the problem of finding, for any pair (H, =) of subwords of x the number of
times that yand z occur in tandem (i.e., with no intermediate occurrence
of either one of them) within a distance of d symbols of x. Although in
principle there might be Ij4 distind subword pairs in X, we show that it
suffices to consider a family of only [/2 SlLCh pairs, with the property that
for any neglected pair (w', Zl), there is a corresponding pair (w, z) contained
in our family and such that: (i) Wi is a prefix of wand z' is a prefix of z,
and (ii) the tandem index of (w', =') equals that of (w, z). We show that an
algorithm for the construction of the table of all such tandem indices can be
bllilt to run in optimal O(n2 ) time and space.
Keywords: Pattern !",Ialching, String Searching, Subword Tree, Sub-
string Statistics, Tandem Index, Association Rule.
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The problem of characterizing and detecting unusual events such as recur-
rent subsequences aTld other streams or over/under-represented words in se-
quences arises ubiquitously in diverse applications and is the subject of much
study and interest. in fields ranging from Compnter (tnd Network Security La
Data Mining, from Speech and Natural Language Processing to Compu-
tational Molecular Biology. It also gives rise to inLcrcsLiTlg modeling and
algorithmic questions, some of which have displayed independent interest.
Among the problems in this class we find, for instance, the detection of all
squares or palindromes in a string, for which optimal O(n log n) algorithms
have long been known (refer, e.g., [:~, 5] and references therein). It is not.
eli rricult to extend those treatments to gcnnctne problems such as the discov-
ery of pa.irs of occurrences, within a given distance, of a same string, 01' of a
string and its reverse, and as on.
In this paper, we concentrate on the problem of detecting repetitive phe-
nomena that consist of unusually freqnent tandem. occurrences, within a prc-
assigncd distance in a string, of two distinct but otherwise unspecified sub-
strings. By the t.wo strings occurring in tandem, we mean t.hat there is no
intermediate occurrence of eit.her one in between.
Specifically, we consider the following problem. Let x be a string of 11-
symbols over some alphabet E and d some fixed non-negative int.eger. FbI'
any pail' (y,z) of subwords of x, their tandem index I(y,z) relative to x is
the number of times that z has a closest occurrence in x wit.hin a distance of
d from a corresponding, closcst. occurrence of y. We are interested in finding
pairs of subwords with surprisingly high tandem index.
The problem can be cast in the emerging cont.exts of data mining and
information exlmclion. As is well known, while traditional data base queries
aim at retrieving records bascd on t.heir isolated contents, these context.s fo-
cus on the identification of patterns occlllTing across records, and aim at the
retrieval of information based on the discovery of interesting rules present in
large collection of data. Central to t.hese development.s is the notion of asso-
ciation rule, which is an expression of the form 81 ---7 52 where 51 and 52 are
sets of dat.a ath·ibutes endowed with sufficient. confidence and support. Suffi-
cient support for a rulc is achieved if the number of records whose attributes
include 51 U 52 is at least equal t.o some pre-set minimum value. Confidence
is measured instead in terms of Lhe ratio or records having 51 U 52 over those
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hcLving 5'h and is considered sufficient if this ratio meets or exceeds a pre-set
minimum. Clearly, a statistic of the number of records endowed with the
given attributes must be computed as a preliminary step, and this is often a
bottleneck for the process of in formation extraction. ';Ve refer to [1] and (7]
for a broader discussion of these concepts,
Back to our problem, we observe t.ho.!., in principle, there might be n,l
distinct. pairings of subwords of in :z:. '~Te show, however, that it suffices to
restrict attention to a family c(mt<Linil1g only only n 2 pairs, after which for
aIlY Ileglcet.cd pair (w/, z/), there is a p;.tir (y, z) in the family such that: (i)
w/ is a prefix of wand Zl is a prefix of..::, and (ii) the t.andem index of (w', z')
equals that of (w, z). vVe show that an algorithm for the const.ruction of the
table of all such tandem indices can be built to run in optimal O(n2 ) time
and space for a string x of n symbols.
2 Preliminaries
We begin by recalling an important "right-context" property, which is conve-
niently adapted from [4]. Given two words x and y, the slart-sel of y -in x is
the set of occu'rences of y in x, i.c., 7JosAy) = {i : y = Xj ••• x:J for some i and j,
1 :::; i :::; j :::; n. Two strings y aud z are equivalent. on :z: -if posx(y) = ]Josx(z).
The equivalence relat.ion instituted in this way is denoted by =x and parti-
tions the set of all strings over :E into equivalence classes. Thus, [V] is the
set of all strings that have occurenccs in :z: beginning at the same set of posi-
Lions as y. In the example of the string abaababaabaababaababa, for instance,
{ab, aba} forms OIle such equivalence class and so does {abaa, abaab, abaaba}.
Recall that the inlZe:c of an equivalence relation is the number of equivalence
classes in it.
Fact 2.1 The inde:r; k oj lhe (;(j'lti1Jalence relation x obeys k < 2n.
Fact 2.1 suggests that we might only need to look among O(n2 ) substring
pairs of a string of n symbols in order to find unusually frequent pairs. The
following considerations show that this statement can be made precise giving
an indirect proof of it. \"fl,Te recall the notion of the sllffix tTee Tx associated
with x. This is essentially a compact trie with n + 1 leaves and at most n
internal nodes that collects all suffixes of :r$, where $ a symbol not in:E, '/llc
assume familiarity of the reader wi til the st.ructure and its clever O( 11. log lEI)
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time and linear space constructions such as in [6, 9, 10]- The word ending
precisely at vertex 0: of T:J; is denoted by w(n). The vertex 0' is called the
proper locus of w(n). The [OC11S of w is the unique vertex of Tx such that w
is a prefix of w(n) and w(FATHER(n)) is a proper prefix of w.
Having built the tree, some simple additional manipulations make it pos-
sible 1,0 count and locate the distinct (possibly overlapping) instances of any
pattern 'W in :/: in O(lwl) steps. For instance, listing all occurrences of w in x
is done in time proportional (.0 1101 plus the total number of such occurrences,
by reaching the locus of wand then visit.ing the subtree of Tx rooted at that
locus. Alternatively, a trivial bottom-up computation on Tez: can weigh each
node of T:J; with the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at that node. This
weighted version serves then as a statistical index for x, in the sense that,
for any 'lV, we can find the frequency of w in :l: in 0(1'/.1)1) time. Note that
the conn tel' associated with the locus of a string reports its correct frequency
even when the string terminates in the middle of an arc. This is, indeed,
nothing but a re-statement and a proof of Fad 2.1. From now on, we assume
that a tree with weighted nodes has been produced and is available for our
const.ructions.
3 Algorithms
For simplicity of exposition we assume that ~ is the binary alphabet ~ =
{el, b}, but it should be clear that this assumption can be removed without
penalty Oil our constructions_
Tn view of Fact 2.1 we may restrict attention to the O(n) equivalence
classes of =x represented by strings that end precisely at the internal nodes
and leaves of Tx . Even these latter, each heing formed by some consecutive
prefixes of a singleton string, may be neglected as ttninteresting.
As a warmup for the discussion, consider the problem of computing the
following relaxed notion of a tandem index, which we denote by l(y, z) and
consists of the number of instances of z that fall within d positions of a closest
occurrence of y. The difference with respect to I(y, z) is that we still forbid
intervening occurrences of!J, but now allow possibly intervening occurrences
of z.
It is easy to compute l(y, z) for a fixed word y and all z's with a proper
locus in Tx in overall linear t.ime. This is done as follows. We can assnme
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that, as a trivial by-product of thc construcLion of Tx , there is access from
each leaf of Tx to the corresponding position of x and vice versa. Now, let
II be the node of l"'x such that W(II) = y. Visit the subtree of 1'x rooted at v
and place a special mark on the posit.ions of x that correspond to leaves in
t.his subtree. This marks all the sLatting positions of occurrences of y in x.
Next., scan the posit.ions of x in ascending order: tag those posit.ions that fall
within d positions of itTl occurrence of y, and assign a weight of 1 to every leaf
Lhal; corresponds to such a position. Visit now Tx bottom up, and assign to
each node a weight equal to the slim of the weights of its children. Clearly,
this accomplishes comput.at.ion of l(y, z) for all z's. Iterating the process for
all V's fills the table of J(y, z) valucs for all pairs of words with a proper locus
in Tx , and this takes (optimal) O(n2 ) timc <md space.
Consider now computing the J(!J, z) values [or a given y and all strings
z wiLh a proper locus in 1~. If, in the bottom up computation above, we
wanted to computc J(y, z) instead of l(y: .::), then we should prcvcnt the
weighting process from counting more than one occurrence of z within the
d-range of each closest occurrcnce of y.
Let £, be the sorted list of posiLions of :'1:, wit.h occurrences of y suitably
marked and the positions falling within a, distance of d from such occurrences
tagged as above. Define a clump in £, as <t maximal run of tagged positions
falling beLwecn Lwo consccut.ive occurrences of y (or following the last. oc-
curence of V). Let us say furt.her that a clump is represented at a node It o[
1~ if at least one clemenL of the clump is found in the subtree of Tx rooted
aL f1. Clearly, we want each clump to cont.ribute precisely onc unit weight at
all nodes where the dump itself is represented.
It is possible to achieve this by the following preprocessing of Tx . With k
the total number of dumps, initialize k empty clump lists. Visit the (leaves
of the) tree from left to right.. For each leaf encountered, check on its cor-
responding entry in £, whether t.his leaf belongs to a clump. In this case,
assign to the leaf a rank equal to Lhc orclinal number of arrival of the leaf in
its clump list according to the visit. At the end, the concatenat.ion of the
clump lists constitutes a sorted list of clumps such that leaves wiLhin each
dump arc met. in Ol·cler of ascending rank. This means that scanning each
clump list now meets the leaves in the dump in the same order as they would
be encountered when visiting l'a,:s yield [rom left to right. At this point. we
invoke as ..t subroutine the following well known Lowest Common Ancestor
(I.e.a.) Algorithm (see, e.g., [8]): given a. tree l' with n leaves, it is possible
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to preprocess T in time linear in the number of nodes and in such a ·way
that, after preprocessing, ror any two leaves i and j it is possible to give in
constant Lime the lowest common ancestor of i and j.
For a given y, we pre-process all clumps in succession as follows. Singleton
clumps are not touched. \ViLh rderence now to the generic non-singleton
clump, consider its leaves in order or ascending rank. For each leaf, find its
l.c.a. 's relative to the leaf and its successor iWcl give the weight of this node
a -1 handicap. At the end of the process, weigh the tree by the bottom up
weighting procedure as before.
We claim that the weights thus assigned to any node f-L represenL I(y,w(f-L)).
This is seen by induction on the sparsification l' of To: intercepted by the
leaves of some arbitrary clump and the associated I.c.a. nodes. The asser-
tion is true on any deepest internal node or 1'. In raet, since Tx is binary
then so is '1'. Considering any deepest internal node of 1', the leftmost one
of its two leaves will have caused the algorithm to give the node a handicap
of -1. This would combine with the weight or 2 resulting [rom the bottom
up weighting to yield a weight of 1. ASSUTllc now the assertion true for all
descendants or a node Il of 1', we have that the two childern Q and {3 of J1
will be assigned a weight of 1 in Lhe bottom up process. Considering the
rightmost leaf of the subtree rooted at 0' amI the leftmost one in the subtree
rooted at {3, \ve have that J1, their I.e.it., has becn given a handicap of -1
during pre-processing of the clump. Therefore, the sum of weights at It will
again be 1. The rollowing t.heorem summarizes our discussion.
Theorem 3.1 Given (l string x oj 11. symbols, the tandem indices for all pairs
of SUbW01'ds of x can be cOmlntl.c(l in 0(11. 2 ) time and space.
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